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It’s been an exciting month at the
Minnesota Legislature. The House
gained attorney Sue Allen in District
61B, replacing former Representative
Jeff Hayden who moved to the Senate
last October, and Hennepin County
staffer Kari Dziedzic won the Senate
District 59 seat, replacing former Senate
Majority Leader Larry Pogemiller.
Perhaps most importantly, the Republican Senate caucus chose Senator Dave
Senjem to be the new Senate Majority
Leader after Senator Amy Koch stepped
down from the post in December.
The entire Senate leadership changed
as the Republican party came to grips
with Koch’s resignation. A new set
of Senate leaders will be deciding
which bills have a chance to reach the
governor’s desk, who chairs and sits
on which committees, and which
committees get which bills.
The 2012 session is focused on the
passage of a bonding bill that will
address the infrastructure needs of
the state. Bonds, sold on the private
market, are used to pay for the
building of capital projects, like schools,
roads and other public infrastructure.
Catholic Charities is particularly interested in the amount of bonding dollars
allocated for housing construction and
rehabilitation. The Legislature learned
in December that the state has a surplus
of $876 million projected for fiscal year

2012-13. Prior to that announcement,
it was widely assumed that the state
would have a deficit of $500 million
or more. This is good news, and could
mean that budget cuts will not be
necessary this year. However, the
same budget forecast projected a
$1.3 billion shortfall for the next
budget cycle (fiscal years 2014-15),
or $2.6 billion if the impact of inflation
is included. The forecast will be
updated in February. Catholic
Charities will remain vigilant in
protecting healthcare, safety net
programs, housing, transportation,
and other programs related to ending
poverty from further cuts.
Programs focused on ending poverty
are needed now as much as ever.
Data from the 2010 Census and the
American Communities Survey indicate
that we are clearly going in the wrong
direction:


One out of every ten Minnesotans
is living below the poverty line
($22,350 for a family of four),
and one out of four Minnesotans
is surviving on an income below
200% of the poverty line ($44,700
for a family of four).



The numbers are more staggering
for communities of color – in 2010,
17.8% of Asians were living in
(continued on page 2)
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poverty, as were 24.4% of
Latinos and 37.2% of
blacks in Minnesota.




In Hennepin County,
13.8% of residents live
below the poverty level,
and 17.2% of residents in
Ramsey County live below
the poverty level.
On a national level, deep
poverty reached its highest
point on record. In 2010,
20.5 million people (6.7%
of the population) had incomes below half of the
poverty line (below $11,175
for a family of four).

At both the national and state
levels, median household
incomes have fallen, the
percentage of people without
health insurance has grown,
people are paying a higher
percentage of income for
housing, and more families
are relying on food stamps.
Catholic Charities is committed
to calling for justice in the
Twin Cities region through our
advocacy work on a variety of
issues.
In addition, the state’s budget
woes could be exacerbated
by what is happening with
the federal budget. The Budget
Control Act (BCA) of 2011,
brought about by disputes over
raising the debt ceiling, made
major cuts to several federal
programs that help low-income
communities meet basic needs.
Beyond the original budget
reductions set by the BCA was
the subsequent failure of the
Super Committee, which was
tasked to find an additional $1.2
trillion in cuts over the next ten
years. The Super Committee’s
2-January 2012

failure brought about across-theboard cuts referred to as
―sequestration.‖ While these
additional cuts cannot, by law,
directly affect mandatory programs (including Social Security, Medicaid and others),
caps on spending and cuts
elsewhere in the budget will
create heavier reliance on these
already-strapped services.
Of particular concern to
Catholic Charities are potential
cuts to the Department of Housing and Urban Development
(HUD), whose budget was
already cut by 9% from the
2011 level, making it the
lowest HUD budget since
2003 (adjusted for inflation).
These budget cuts to federal
programs for those with low
incomes will create greater
pressure on the Minnesota
Legislature to help fill gaps
in funding and ensure that
Minnesotans have access
to the services they require.
Federal cuts to funding for
housing programs will increase
the already critical need to
include housing infrastructure
in this year’s bonding bill.
A more specific list of agenda
items in Catholic Charities’
policy agenda continues on the
next pages.
Kathleen Tomlin
Director
Marie Reigstad
Public Policy Manager
Ana Ashby
Public Policy Organizer

2012 Session Timeline
Jan 24:
Feb 2-7:
Feb 7:

First day of the 2012
legislative session
Recess for precinct
caucuses
Precinct caucuses

Feb 21:

New legislative
district maps released

Feb 29:

New budget forecast
unveiled

April 6-13:

Easter-Passover
break

April 30:

Date set by
legislative leaders
to adjourn the 2012
session (this would
be the earliest adjournment since
1998)

May 4-5:

Republican State
Convention

May 19-20:

DFL State
Convention

May 21:

Date that session
must end under the
state Constitution

May 22June 5:

Candidate filing
period

Aug 14:

Primary election

Nov 6:

General election

Catholic Charities’ Policy Agenda
Bonding Dollars for Housing
Construction & Rehabilitation
Public housing is a part of Minnesota’s infrastructure, just like
our roads and bridges. As such,
public housing also requires
maintenance and improvements.
Housing infrastructure bonds
can be used to rehab permanent
supportive housing, as well as
construct or purchase new permanent supportive housing.
Catholic Charities has used
bonding money in the past to
build much needed housing,
such as the St. Paul Residence
and Higher Ground.

The smallest good deed is
better than the greatest
good intention.

- Anonymous

Governor Dayton released his
bonding proposal on January 17,
which included $25 million for
housing infrastructure appropriation bonds and $7 million in
General Obligation bonds.
While these amounts are less
than the amount we had hoped
for, Catholic Charities is pleased
that the Governor has proposed
significant funding for housing.
Voter Identification
In 2011, the legislature passed
a bill to require a governmentissued photo ID with a current
address as a prerequisite for voting. Governor Dayton vetoed
this bill last session. We expect
a similar bill this year, but the
2012 bill will likely send the
question to the ballot, thereby
sidestepping gubernatorial approval. Catholic Charities is
against Voter ID laws, which
have the potential for ―locking‖
people from the polls, including
people who are homeless, the
elderly, students and others who
are highly mobile. Many people
will have difficulty obtaining
photo ID because they do not
have the needed supporting

documents or resources to get
those documents.
Voter ID requirements have
come up in many states, and
there is a plethora of examples
and studies to show that Voter
ID requirements block the right
to vote for certain segments of
the population.
Studies have shown that 11% of
Americans (about 21 million
people), do not have government-issued photo IDs, and the
vast majority of them are people
of color, senior citizens, and
younger voters, including 25%
of African-Americans, and 15%
of those earning annual salaries
of $35,000 or less, 18% of people age 65 and older, and 20%
of voters age 18-29.
In December 2011, the ACLU
and the National Law Center
on Homelessness and Poverty
filed a federal lawsuit charging
that Wisconsin’s Voter ID law
is unconstitutional and will
deprive citizens of their basic
right to vote.
One of the 17 plaintiffs is
Ruthelle Frank, 84, of Brokaw,
who does not have a birth certificate. When she was born at
home in 1927, her mother recorded her birth in the family
Bible. Under Wisconsin’s law,
she is unable to obtain an ID
needed to vote.
Another plaintiff is Carl Ellis,
52, a U.S. Army veteran living
in a homeless shelter in Milwaukee. His only photo ID is a veteran ID card, which is not accepted under the Wisconsin law,
and wouldn't be accepted under
Minnesota’s proposed law.
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A third plaintiff, Anthony
Sharp, 19, is an AfricanAmerican Milwaukee resident
who does not have any of the
accepted forms of photo ID under the law. Sharp, who lives
with his family, does not have
the income needed to purchase a
$20 certified copy of his birth
certificate in order to vote.
South Carolina recently enacted
a Voter ID law similar to the
ones proposed in Minnesota and
Wisconsin. Under the Voting
Rights Act, the U.S. Department
of Justice must approve changes
to voting laws in South Carolina
and a few other states. In December, the Department of Justice announced that it will block
South Carolina’s Voter ID provisions, based on the disproportionate impact it would have on
non-white residents.
While Minnesota’s election
laws are not subject to the same
oversight, there is sufficient
evidence to suggest that a Voter
ID requirement would have the
same impact in Minnesota as in
South Carolina.
Catholic Charities strongly endorses fundamental political and
civil rights. We recognize the
need for a broad participation in
the democratic process on an
equal basis for all citizens, and
are especially concerned by attempts at political exclusion of
those already marginalized.
Health Care Reform
Implementation
Minnesota is in the process
of implementing the federal
Affordable Care Act. Catholic
Charities is particularly advocating that navigators, who will
4-January 2012

assist consumers as they choose
health insurance through the
online Exchange, be capable
of working with people from
diverse racial and socioeconomic backgrounds, those
who do not have permanent addresses and recent immigrants.
Catholic Charities will also
support efforts to create a basic
health program to ensure that all
people are covered by adequate
health care insurance. Each state
can choose whether or not to
have this kind of plan which
would give the state 95% of
what the federal government
would have spent on tax credits
and subsidies for out-of-pocket
costs for two groups: Adults
with income between 133 and
200% federal poverty guideline
(FPG); and legal resident immigrants with incomes below
133% FPG whose immigration
status disqualifies them from
federally matched Medicaid.
A basic health program would
guarantee a defined benefit set
and affordable healthcare for
people in the two categories
above. It is vital that every
person’s healthcare coverage
remain at its current level or
improve with implementation
of healthcare reform.
Job Creation
Minnesota’s unemployment rate
has reached its lowest level in
three years, at 5.7%. This is certainly a move in the right direction, but still leaves about
167,000 Minnesotans looking
for work. Catholic Charities is
interested in doing whatever we
can to promote a jump start to
job creation. This could take
many forms going forward. We

Ana Ashby is OSJ’s new
Public Policy Organizer.
Ana has mentored college
students and developed social
justice materials for parishes
through her work with
Interfaith Worker Justice,
Interfaith Youth Core and the
Joint Religious Legislative
Coalition.
Ana has a strong commitment to
social justice advocacy rooted in
Catholic Social Teaching, and
we are very excited to have her
on board!
Fun Fact: Ana sings opera and
has a Bachelor of Arts in Music
from St. Olaf.
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will be assessing our role in the
development of employment
opportunities, asset development
for low income persons and the
development of micro-enterprise
opportunities in concert with
A Minnesota Without Poverty
and other groups. Governor
Dayton has stated that his bonding proposal could result in the
creation of jobs for up to 21,700
Minnesotans.

Rachel Maxwell is OSJ’s newest
hire and our Community
Engagement and
Leadership Development
Specialist. Rachel will use her
background in Catholic Social
Teaching, retreat facilitation and
teaching to provide leadership
to parish social justice teams as
they strive to integrate the social
mission of the Gospel into the life
of their parishes.
She is currently a JustFaith
participant at St. Olaf
in Minneapolis. We’re excited to
have Rachel as part of our team!
Fun facts: Rachel has a Masters
degree in Environmental Education, has taught at a boarding
school, worked on organic farms,
and lead retreats at a Catholic
camp and retreat center.

Governor Dayton also recently
released his jobs plan, which includes a tax credit for businesses
for new hires; $20 million in
bonding to help businesses expand in Minnesota; $10 million
for the Minnesota Investment
Fund; and legislation to collect
sales tax of online purchases
from out-of-state retailers. Governor Dayton estimates that this
final piece of legislation would
generate about $3.5 million in
fiscal year 2013.
It is likely that the House and
Senate will have proposals to increase employment in Minnesota
as well.
Balanced Fiscal Policy
Catholic Charities supports balanced fiscal policy proposals that
provide for the education, health
care, transportation, safety, infrastructure and other needs of the
state. We focus much of our advocacy attention on the state
budget, not only because the
budget dictates which social service programs are funded and at
what level, but because it is a reflection of our state’s priorities
and values. As such, our budget
deliberations should be comprehensive as we consider both
spending and revenue requirements.

Three budget-related constitutional amendments were introduced in Minnesota in 2011,
and will be actively pursued in
2012. All three would severely
limit Minnesota’s ability to raise
taxes or use available surplus
revenues in response to emerging
needs and new policy initiatives.
One proposed amendment would
require a three-fifths supermajority vote in each body of the Legislature in order to pass a tax increase. (HF1598/SF1384)
Another proposed amendment
would limit all spending in the
biennium to the amount of all
revenues collected in the previous biennium. Excess revenues
could only be used for two purposes: to pay back one-time
shifts and to provide for the public peace, safety or health as a
result of a declared national security or peacetime emergency.
(HF1612/SF1364)
The third proposed amendment
would limit general fund spending in the biennium to 98% of
forecasted revenues, with the remainder going into a reserve account. Any spending above the
98% could only be used to respond to emergencies and would
require a three-fifths majority
vote in both bodies of the Legislature. Once the reserve account
reaches five percent of state revenues, a reduction in the sales tax
would be triggered. (HF1661/SF
1378)
If any of these amendments
are approved by a majority in
both houses of the Minnesota
Legislature in the 2012 legislative session, they would be
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placed on the ballot in the 2012
general election. A majority of
those voting in the election
would need to approve the
amendment in order for it to
take effect.
In 1992, Colorado adopted
a constitutional amendment
known as the Taxpayer Bill
of Rights (TABOR), which
is similar to those proposed in
Minnesota. TABOR limits the
growth of state and local revenues to a very restricted formula: inflation plus the annual
change in population. This
means that without voter approval, state and local governments cannot raise tax rates, and
also cannot spend revenues if
revenues grow faster than the
rate of inflation and population
growth. According to the Center
for Budget and Policy Priorities
(CBPP), ―This formula is
insufficient to fund the ongoing
cost of government. By creating
a permanent revenue shortage,
TABOR pits state programs
and services against each other
for survival each year and
virtually rules out any new
initiatives to address unmet
or emerging needs.‖
In an effort to reverse the negative effects of the 1992 law,
Coloradans approved a ballot
measure that loosened many of
TABOR's restrictions in November 2005. Colorado’s experience with a constitutional
amendment that restricted the
Legislature’s flexibility to meet
the state’s needs is a warning to
Minnesotans to reject a similar
constitutional amendment here.
These amendment proposals
would damage Minnesota’s economic future by sharply limiting
6-January 2012

policymakers’ flexibility to respond to changing demographics and emerging needs. Lawmakers would find it harder to
reach agreement, leading to an
increase in legislative gridlock
and the use of more budget gimmicks. Therefore, we oppose
any amendment to Minnesota’s
Constitution that would require
a supermajority vote to raise
taxes or use reserve funds, or
would restrict lawmakers from
using available resources to
meet current need.
Immigration
This year, calls for immigration
reform are likely to be restrictionist given the anti-immigrant
sentiment surrounding the elections. Catholic Charities’ role
will be to continue to be a voice
for comprehensive immigration
reform as we stand in solidarity
with recent immigrants.
Supplemental Security Income
for elderly and disabled refugees has not been fully reimplemented after the program
ended in fall 2011. We will continue to work with partners in
Washington D.C. and Minnesota to ensure that this vulnerable population receives this
important cash assistance.
We will also encourage lawmakers to reverse a change
made in 2011 that severely restricts medical care for people
that use Emergency Medical
Assistance (EMA), about 2,300
people in Minnesota, many of
whom are legal immigrants.
Many critical services are no
longer covered through EMA,
like chemotherapy, dialysis,

The man who removes
a mountain begins by
carrying away small
stones.
-William Faulkner
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prescription drugs, dental and
mental health services.
Streamlining Benefits
Catholic Charities will continue
to advocate for proposals to
streamline the public benefits
processes. The Department of
Human Services is focused on
administrative changes that may
be possible in this regard as well
as legislative initiatives that will
promote greater efficiency and
effectiveness. This is in line
with the reform measures and
pilot programs proposed by
Catholic Charities USA.

We feel that what we are
doing is just a drop
in the ocean.
But the ocean would
be less because
of that
missing drop.
- Mother Teresa

Criminal Justice Reform
As ex-offenders exit incarceration and return to the community, they often find it difficult to
find housing, employment, and
access to social services that
make it possible for them to acquire stability and participate in
the economy and community.
Catholic Charities will continue
to monitor the following agenda
items: restoration of voting rights
for ex-offenders living in the
community; ―ban the box‖ for
private employers; and limited
access to juvenile records.
Tax Credits (Renters’ Credit,
EITC and WFC)
The Minnesota Renters’ Credit
refunds a portion of the property
taxes that certain renters pay.
Eligible renters are those whose
property taxes are high in relation to their income. The Renters’ Credit provides a property
tax refund for more than 300,000
low- and moderate-income Minnesota households, more than
one-quarter of which include
seniors or people with severe
disabilities.

The 2011 Legislature cut the
Renters’ Credit by 13%, or $26
million. The average refund for
renters will be roughly $80 less,
starting with refunds filed in
2012. However, this cut is less
painful than the very deep cuts to
the Renters’ Credit that were
passed by the Legislature but vetoed by Governor Dayton. Further cuts to the Renters’ Credit
could be proposed this year.
The federal Earned Income Tax
Credit (EITC) provides a wage
supplement equal to a percentage
of the earnings of low-income
individuals. The credit is fully
refundable; if the credit exceeds
a filer’s tax liability, the rest is
paid as a refund. The federal
sequestration process does not
include cuts to EITC. However,
there may be efforts to relieve
some of the cuts to defense by
cutting EITC funding.
The Minnesota Working Family
Credit (WFC) is also a tax credit
that is a percentage of earnings.
Like the EITC, the WFC is refundable. Similar credits in other
states have been cut recently.
These three tax credits play a
critical role in providing financial assistance to low-income
families and individuals and is
one of the most effective tools to
boost the buying power of low
income individuals and families.
Catholic Charities will advocate
against any cuts to the EITC and
WFC and for full funding of the
Renters’ Credit.
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CHANGE SERVICE REQUESTED

Sow for yourselves
justice,
reap the fruit of faithful
love;
Break up for yourselves
a new field, for it is
time to seek the Lord,
until the Lord comes
and rains down justice
upon you.
Hosea, 10:12

Recycled paper and
printed with soy-based ink.

MARK YOUR CALENDARS
Legislative Briefings:
Thursday, February 2, 2012
7:00-8:30 p.m.
Lumen Christi—Saint Paul
Monday, February 6, 2012
7:00-8:30 p.m.
Pax Christi—Eden Prairie
Thursday, February 9, 2012
7:00-8:30 p.m.
St. Mary the Lake—White Bear Lake
(at the church not the Parish Life Center)

Second Chance Day on the Hill
Co-sponsored by the Office for Social Justice
Tuesday, January 31, 2012
10:00 a.m. | State Capitol Rotunda
Visit www.mnsecondchancecoalition.org to learn
more.
Minnesota Coalition for the Homeless
Day on the Hill
Thursday, March 8, 2012
Visit www.mnhomelessnesscoalition.org to learn
more.
JRLC Day on the Hill
Co-sponsored by the Office for Social Justice
Tuesday, March 20, 2012
Visit www.jrlc.org to learn more.

Learn more about these events and others in our community
by visiting our website at cctwincities.org/advocacy
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